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Abstract

A*Cache is an associative client-side caching scheme proposed in [6]. The cache at a client
site dynamically loads query results and uses predicates based on the queries to describe its
current contents. These predicate descriptions are used to determine query containment for local
query evaluation at the client and also for cache maintenance. In this paper, we demonstrate
via a simulation study that the A*Cache system provides high performance and scalability with
respect to di erent workloads and large number of clients.

1 Introduction
Client-server con guration is a popular architecture for modern databases. This setup involves one
or more server processes that manage a repository of persistent data and handle requests for data
retrieval and update from multiple client processes. Clients are autonomous entities that may be
located on the same machine as the database server or on di erent machines. With the current
prevalence of distributed computing, the latter scenario is most common, where client transactions
are initiated from desktop workstations and communicate with the server through explicit messages
across a local-area or a wide-area network.
The server response is a critical factor in the performance of a client-server database. Resources
of the server are shared among all clients, and can become the bottlenecks in scaling the system to
large database sizes and many clients. Optimizing the performance of the server has thus been a
major focus of commercial systems. However, the revolution in computer hardware technology has
made client resources relatively cheap and plentiful. Today's smart clients can perform intensive
computations locally, using the database as a remote resource that is accessed only when necessary.
Therefore, the system design must now take into consideration client memory and CPU for data
caching and query evaluation purposes. Despite the potential cost of maintaining data cached at
client sites, a number of recent studies for object-oriented databases [3, 4, 11] have demonstrated
that increased client-side functionality generally improves the system performance.
A new client-side caching scheme for client-server databases was proposed in [6]. The client
cache, henceforth called the A*Cache, dynamically loads query results during transaction execution,
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and uses query predicates to formulate predicate descriptions of the cache contents. A*Cache
supports associative data reuse across transactions | new queries are compared against the cache
description using predicate-based reasoning [7, 8] to determine if the query can be evaluated locally.
Predicate descriptions of client caches are also registered at the server, and are used to generate
update noti cations for cache maintenance. The clients the noti cations to maintain the validity
of their cache descriptions and data.
The A*Cache scheme provides a number of bene ts over ID-based caching for navigational
purposes, as in [3]. A primary advanantage is that it supports the processing of associative queries
locally at client sites, thus improving data reuse. Server indexes are not required for query execution
at client sites | the clients may construct local indexes to faciliate query evaluation. The cache
maintenance method is completely exible, e.g., automatic refresh or invalidation upon update, and
can vary by client and even by individual queries. Several new optimization and approximation
techniques can be designed in this context; a detailed discussion of the design choices appears in
[6].
Operating the A*Cache requires reasoning with predicates in a dynamic environment, naturally
raising questions about its performance and scalability. Earlier papers have demonstrated the
e ectiveness of A*Cache in the presence of moderate-to-high update loads [1]. More results on
the performance of the A*Cache scheme for di erent workload types will be presented in the full
version of this paper. We present below a brief summary of our scalability results for the A*Cache
scheme.

2 Overview of A*Cache Architecture
The persistent data store is resident at the server and transactions are initiated from client sites,
with the server providing transactional facilities for shared data access and recovery. The con guration is non-shared memory, so that the address space of each client process is disjoint from that
of the server and of other clients. Separate subsystems exist at each client site and at the central
server for cache management. In this paper, we assume that a client runs a single transaction at any
given time. Thus, local concurrency control and lock management issues are not considered at the
client. Figure 1 shows an client-server A*Cache system with one client. Due to space constraints,
we omit detailed description of the various components here; details of the system operation can
be found in [1, 6].

3 Related Work
A couple of recent studies [2, 10] have examined associative access to a client cache. Both of these
studies are related to the associative caching model presented in [6] but are limited to read-only
scenarios. The semantic caching study in [2] investigates cache replacement policies for no-update
workloads. A cache manager called WATCHMAN for read-only caching of query results in data
warehousing environments is presented in [10]. Neither of these two studies consider the important
issue of cache maintenance when there are database updates, and the performance and scalability
of the system under update loads.
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4 Simulation Analysis
In this simulation study, we consider a single relation with 100,000 tuples of 200 bytes each in a
Wisconsin-style scenario [5]. The relation has two indexed attributes unique1 and unique2 that
are unclustered and clustered respectively. Each query is a linear range selection either on unique1
or on unique2. The predicates in a cache description are linear intervals corresponding to query
ranges, and they are scanned in sequence for checking query containment and for generating update
noti cations. Figure 2 shows our workload parameters for the simulation. The system paramaters
such as CPU speeds of the server and client CPU speeds are omitted due to space constraints |
they appear in [1].
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Figure 1: A*Cache System with 1 Client

Figure 2: Workload Parameters for Simulation

Our workloads model di erent degrees of shared data contention among clients. The database
is logically divided into a shared and a non-shared (i.e., private) part. Each client can access
data in the shared part and in its own private region. The private region
for client i is de ned
PrivateRatio  ( , 1)
DBsizePrivateRatio   We de ne data access
by the linear interval : DBsize
NumClients
NumClients
probabilities PrivateAccessProb and SharedAccessProb, and update probabilities PrivateWriteProb
and SharedWriteProb for transactions in the private and shared regions of the database respectively.
These quantities are the same for each client. Transactions consist of a single associative query or
update, with an update transaction reading and writing all tuples that it accesses.
Figure 3 shows the A*Cache performance when the number of clients in the system is scaled
up. The number of clients is varied from 20 to 70 while other parameters, such as the bu er size
at the server, are held constant. Data access is by the clustered index Unique2. Half of the queries
here are within the private region of each client and the UpdateRatio is 20%. Although A*Cache
has a larger number of noti cations with more clients, the query response time is better than the
no-caching scheme. This result is due to utilization of the CPU power and memory of the additional
clients by A*Cache. It shows that A*Cache is highly scalable with respect to the number of clients
in the system.
In Figure 4, we varied the query length from 50 tuples (1KByte) to 300 tuples (6KBytes) for
a database size of 10,000 tuples and 10 clients. Noti cations increase with larger query lengths,
but A*Cache performs much better than the no-caching case. The reason for the linear increase
in the no-caching query response time is the almost linear increase in execution time at the server
i
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with increasing query length, causing the server CPU and bu er utilizations as well as the query
response time to increase. In contrast, A*Cache re-uses local data e ectively (CacheHitRatio =
63%), so that majority of queries are executed at the client and not at the server. Therefore, the
query response time for A*Cache increases less than linearly with the query length.

5 Implementation Approaches
To determine the feasibility of implementing the A*Cache scheme with current technology, we
examined the issues in developing a prototype system with commercial database server, and a
main-memory database (SmallBase [12]) serving as the client-side data store with query execution facilities. If the server is assumed to be a \black-box" opaque entity, the noti er must be an
\add-on" external module. Although closer integration with the server would yield a more optimal
implementation, it is possible to use the data replication facilitites provided by the commercial
systems to generate update noti cations. For example, in Oracle, updates to a relation can be
automatically inserted in a special table called a snapshot log [9], which can be subsequently examined by a separate noti er process. Likewise, client-side modules such as the cache containment
reasoning system and the update handler can be layered on the basic query engine. In brief, extending a client-server system to support client-side A*Caches is very possible with today's technology.
Our colleagues, Kurt Shoens and Marie-Anne Neimat, have been implementing such a prototype
system.

6 Conclusions
Associative caching is an important technique to improve the performance and scalability of a clientserver database by better utilization of client CPU and memory. Our simulation experiments (only
a few of which are reported in this abstract) demonstrate that A*Cache provides high performance
even for moderately high update loads and under many di erent contention scenarios. The system
is highly scalable with respect to the number of clients and query sizes, and performs consistently
better than the no-caching scheme in most cases.
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Future work includes the investigation of di erent cache maintenance policies, such as invalidation of infrequently-used query results and update of frequently-used ones. Using advanced
techniques to determine query containment[7, 8] and to generate update noti cations are other
aspects of future work.
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